
 
202-429-3945 

Joseph Dombek 
121 Raspberry Lane , Bridgton, ME 04009  
 

February 11, 2008   9:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joseph Dombek 
121 Raspberry Lane 
Bridgton, ME 04009 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Pat Wiberley 
60 Walton , Chicago, IL 60610  
 

February 11, 2008   9:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Pat Wiberley 
60 Walton 
Chicago, IL 60610 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

"Sholey" Argani 
217 Spring Ave , Takoma Park, MD 20912  
 

February 11, 2008   9:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
"Sholey" Argani 
217 Spring Ave 
Takoma Park, MD 20912 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Brigitte Taylor 
10346 Commonwealth Blvd , Fairfax, VA 22032  
 

February 11, 2008   9:00 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Brigitte Taylor 
10346 Commonwealth Blvd 
Fairfax, VA 22032 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Constance Goldberg 
49 Main Rd , Tyringham, MA 01264  
 

February 11, 2008   9:00 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Constance Goldberg 
49 Main Rd 
Tyringham, MA 01264 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nancy Mindes 
5 Knollwood Rd , rockville ctre, NY 11570  
 

February 11, 2008   9:00 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Mindes 
5 Knollwood Rd 
rockville ctre, NY 11570 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Barbara Hanson 
2030 NW 120 Terrace , Pembroke Pines, FL 33026  
 

February 11, 2008   9:00 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Barbara Hanson 
2030 NW 120 Terrace 
Pembroke Pines, FL 33026 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Steve Wurtz 
2017 S. Apache Ln , Olathe, KS 66062  
 

February 11, 2008   9:00 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Steve Wurtz 
2017 S. Apache Ln 
Olathe, KS 66062 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Judy Todd 
P.O. Box 146 , Plain Dealing, LA 71064  
 

February 11, 2008   9:00 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Judy Todd 
P.O. Box 146 
Plain Dealing, LA 71064 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Patrice Cole 
4355 Barnard Road , Waterford, MI 48329  
 

February 11, 2008   8:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Patrice Cole 
4355 Barnard Road 
Waterford, MI 48329 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Elearnore Jones 
8470 NW 20TH CT , SUNRISE, FL 33322  
 

February 11, 2008   8:58 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Elearnore Jones 
8470 NW 20TH CT 
SUNRISE, FL 33322 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary Ann Baker 
305 Fairview Road , Williamstown, KY 41097  
 

February 11, 2008   8:58 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Ann Baker 
305 Fairview Road 
Williamstown, KY 41097 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Chris Egle 
616 Brookside Ave. #6 , Redlands, CA 92373  
 

February 11, 2008   8:57 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Chris Egle 
616 Brookside Ave. #6 
Redlands, CA 92373 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jesse Braxton 
718 Gulfwind Road , Chesapeake, VA 23320  
 

February 11, 2008   8:57 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jesse Braxton 
718 Gulfwind Road 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Diana Parsons 
PO Box 1064 , Prospect, KY 40059-1064  
 

February 11, 2008   8:57 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Diana Parsons 
PO Box 1064 
Prospect, KY 40059-1064 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jim Gagne 
916 Wells Rd. , Phoenixville, PA 19460  
 

February 11, 2008   8:56 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jim Gagne 
916 Wells Rd. 
Phoenixville, PA 19460 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

karen liuzzo 
7754 puttygut , casco, MI 48064  
 

February 11, 2008   8:56 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
karen liuzzo 
7754 puttygut 
casco, MI 48064 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jill Kirkstadt 
768 Case Avenue , Johnstown, PA 15905  
 

February 11, 2008   8:56 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jill Kirkstadt 
768 Case Avenue 
Johnstown, PA 15905 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary Alice Appleman 
2410 Havenside Drive , Austin, TX 78704  
 

February 11, 2008   8:55 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Alice Appleman 
2410 Havenside Drive 
Austin, TX 78704 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

J. Bevington 
Biology Department Moravian College, Bethlehem, PA 180186650  
 

February 11, 2008   8:55 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
J. Bevington 
Biology Department 
Moravian College 
Bethlehem, PA 18018-6650 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Laurie Schmidt 
1234 , toledo, OH 43609  
 

February 11, 2008   8:55 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laurie Schmidt 
1234 
toledo, OH 43609 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Heather Asaro 
1030 NE 21 Avenue , Gainesville, FL 32609  
 

February 11, 2008   8:55 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Heather Asaro 
1030 NE 21 Avenue 
Gainesville, FL 32609 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Marianna Sokol 
1317 Elk Grove Road , Benton, PA 17814  
 

February 11, 2008   8:55 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Marianna Sokol 
1317 Elk Grove Road 
Benton, PA 17814 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Rebecca Lawson 
700 S Market St , Mechanicsburg, PA 17055  
 

February 11, 2008   8:54 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Rebecca Lawson 
700 S Market St 
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Terri Wooten 
1924 South Taylor , Little Rock, AR 72204  
 

February 11, 2008   8:53 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Terri Wooten 
1924 South Taylor 
Little Rock, AR 72204 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jason Humphrey 
445 E Camp Street , New Braunfels, TX 78130  
 

February 11, 2008   8:53 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jason Humphrey 
445 E Camp Street 
New Braunfels, TX 78130 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Matt Johansen 
5140 W 96th Street , Bloomington, MN 55437  
 

February 11, 2008   8:53 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Matt Johansen 
5140 W 96th Street 
Bloomington, MN 55437 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

O Schlosser 
PO Box 532 , Storrs, CT 06268  
 

February 11, 2008   8:52 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
O Schlosser 
PO Box 532 
Storrs, CT 06268 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Carolyn McQuade 
1757-50 Veterans Hwy , Islandia, NY 11749  
 

February 11, 2008   8:52 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Carolyn McQuade 
1757-50 Veterans Hwy 
Islandia, NY 11749 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Molly Weigel 
8 Diverty Road , Pennington, NJ 08534  
 

February 11, 2008   8:52 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Molly Weigel 
8 Diverty Road 
Pennington, NJ 08534 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Sherry Frey-Brown 
202 Mulberry Place , Douglassville, PA 19518  
 

February 11, 2008   8:51 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sherry Frey-Brown 
202 Mulberry Place 
Douglassville, PA 19518 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Rhee Howard 
9 Liberty Heights Court , Germantown, MD 208741423  
 

February 11, 2008   8:51 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Rhee Howard 
9 Liberty Heights Court 
Germantown, MD 20874-1423 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lynn Cowell 
363 Ben Avon St , Meadville, PA 16335  
 

February 11, 2008   8:51 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lynn Cowell 
363 Ben Avon St 
Meadville, PA 16335 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Pat Combs 
4338 42nd Ave S , Mpls, MN 55406  
 

February 11, 2008   8:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Pat Combs 
4338 42nd Ave S 
Mpls, MN 55406 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mark Boasberg 
48 Laws Brook Rd , Concord, MA 01742  
 

February 11, 2008   8:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mark Boasberg 
48 Laws Brook Rd 
Concord, MA 01742 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Eric Thu 
5960 N Camino Esplendora , Tucson, AZ 85718  
 

February 11, 2008   8:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Eric Thu 
5960 N Camino Esplendora 
Tucson, AZ 85718 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Henry Koltz 
1100 west wells Street, #1104 , Milwaukee, WI 53233  
 

February 11, 2008   8:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Henry Koltz 
1100 west wells Street, #1104 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gregory Pokorski 
2020 Sarah Street , Pittsburgh, PA 15203  
 

February 11, 2008   8:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gregory Pokorski 
2020 Sarah Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15203 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Elsa Marty 
2478 Lydia Ave , Roseville, MN 55113  
 

February 11, 2008   8:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Elsa Marty 
2478 Lydia Ave 
Roseville, MN 55113 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Paul Douglas 
1370 Tullo Road , Martinsville, NJ 08836  
 

February 11, 2008   8:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Paul Douglas 
1370 Tullo Road 
Martinsville, NJ 08836 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Robert Rosen 
120 cabrini blvd apt 69, New York, NY 10033  
 

February 11, 2008   8:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Robert Rosen 
120 cabrini blvd 
apt 69 
New York, NY 10033 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Brigitta Arden 
2020 Sarah Street , Pittsburgh, PA 15203  
 

February 11, 2008   8:49 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Brigitta Arden 
2020 Sarah Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15203 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Charlotte Garron 
P.O. Box 1908 , Mashpee, MA 02649  
 

February 11, 2008   8:49 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Charlotte Garron 
P.O. Box 1908 
Mashpee, MA 02649 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Pascale Martel 
45 Augusta St. , Kingston, NY 12401  
 

February 11, 2008   8:49 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Pascale Martel 
45 Augusta St. 
Kingston, NY 12401 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Marguerite Cambria 
16 Pebble Avenue , Winthrop, MA 02152  
 

February 11, 2008   8:48 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Marguerite Cambria 
16 Pebble Avenue 
Winthrop, MA 02152 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Bruce Schottel 
603 Woodland Hills , Troy, IL 62294  
 

February 11, 2008   8:48 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Bruce Schottel 
603 Woodland Hills 
Troy, IL 62294 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

elisabeth karcher 
chemin martin , marseille,  13013 France 
 

February 11, 2008   8:47 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
elisabeth karcher 
chemin martin 
marseille 13013 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Tim Thorne 
64542 CR 21 , Goshen, IN 46526  
 

February 11, 2008   8:47 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Tim Thorne 
64542 CR 21 
Goshen, IN 46526 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Carol Collins 
1935 Nault Road , Dover, DE 19904  
 

February 11, 2008   8:47 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Carol Collins 
1935 Nault Road 
Dover, DE 19904 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Harlan Cramer 
8610 Meadowsweet Ct. , Columbia, MD 21045  
 

February 11, 2008   8:46 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Harlan Cramer 
8610 Meadowsweet Ct. 
Columbia, MD 21045 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nancy Newbury 
8060 McHenry St. , Burlington, WI 53105  
 

February 11, 2008   8:46 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Newbury 
8060 McHenry St. 
Burlington, WI 53105 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jeffrey Graver 
8 Pine Road , Malvern, PA 19355  
 

February 11, 2008   8:46 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jeffrey Graver 
8 Pine Road 
Malvern, PA 19355 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

James Bell 
23035 Forest Way , California, MD 20619  
 

February 11, 2008   8:45 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
James Bell 
23035 Forest Way 
California, MD 20619 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Michael Anderson 
1317 W. Early Ave. , Chicago, IL 60660  
 

February 11, 2008   8:45 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Michael Anderson 
1317 W. Early Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60660 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Richard Kendrick 
3541 North Hills , Austin, TX 78731  
 

February 11, 2008   8:45 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Richard Kendrick 
3541 North Hills 
Austin, TX 78731 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Rhonda Marr 
391 Fairmount Ave NE , Warren, OH 44483  
 

February 11, 2008   8:44 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Rhonda Marr 
391 Fairmount Ave NE 
Warren, OH 44483 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ann Seip 
4800 Street Road , Trevose, PA 19053  
 

February 11, 2008   8:44 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ann Seip 
4800 Street Road 
Trevose, PA 19053 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Leo Jones 
77 forest st , Middleton, MA 01949  
 

February 11, 2008   8:44 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Leo Jones 
77 forest st 
Middleton, MA 01949 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Johanna Porter 
1166 Garfield Street , Hollywood, FL 33019  
 

February 11, 2008   8:43 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Johanna Porter 
1166 Garfield Street 
Hollywood, FL 33019 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mark Chaffin 
45 Woodstream Dr. , Delmar, NY 12054  
 

February 11, 2008   8:43 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mark Chaffin 
45 Woodstream Dr. 
Delmar, NY 12054 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Denise Lund 
5343 Inwood Drive , Katy, TX 77493  
 

February 11, 2008   8:43 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Denise Lund 
5343 Inwood Drive 
Katy, TX 77493 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Karen Guthrie 
2166 Oakridge Pkwy. S. , Terre Haute, IN 47802  
 

February 11, 2008   8:43 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Karen Guthrie 
2166 Oakridge Pkwy. S. 
Terre Haute, IN 47802 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Beth Laurer 
311 Dunn Avenue , Crawfordsville, IN 47933  
 

February 11, 2008   8:42 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Beth Laurer 
311 Dunn Avenue 
Crawfordsville, IN 47933 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Karen Woollams 
16940 Heim Rd. , Chelsea, MI 48118  
 

February 11, 2008   8:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Karen Woollams 
16940 Heim Rd. 
Chelsea, MI 48118 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Katie Grieve 
427 Washington Ave , Rochester, NY 14617  
 

February 11, 2008   8:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Katie Grieve 
427 Washington Ave 
Rochester, NY 14617 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Felisa Shein 
52 Marcy Street , Somerset, NJ 8873  
 

February 11, 2008   8:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Felisa Shein 
52 Marcy Street 
Somerset, NJ 8873 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jane Smith 
7417 Lillian avenue , LaVista, NE 68128  
 

February 11, 2008   8:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jane Smith 
7417 Lillian avenue 
LaVista, NE 68128 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Matthew Cozzi 
913 Wildwood Court , Saint Charles, IL 60174  
 

February 11, 2008   8:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Matthew Cozzi 
913 Wildwood Court 
Saint Charles, IL 60174 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Steven Taylor 
324 N. Waller Ave , Chicago, IL 60644  
 

February 11, 2008   8:40 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Steven Taylor 
324 N. Waller Ave 
Chicago, IL 60644 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

brenda lee 
16 quarry dr , wappingers falls, NY 12590  
 

February 11, 2008   8:40 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
brenda lee 
16 quarry dr 
wappingers falls, NY 12590 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

NancyFlynn Flynn 
20 Manning St , Providence, RI 02860  
 

February 11, 2008   8:39 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
NancyFlynn Flynn 
20 Manning St 
Providence, RI 02860 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Michele Nordi Hern 
526 72nd Street , Brooklyn, NY 11209  
 

February 11, 2008   8:39 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Michele Nordi Hern 
526 72nd Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11209 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Theresa Kijek 
386 Dartmoor , Whitmore Lake, MI 48189  
 

February 11, 2008   8:38 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Theresa Kijek 
386 Dartmoor 
Whitmore Lake, MI 48189 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Denise Rischel 
11940 Harbour Light Drive , North Royalton, OH 44133  
 

February 11, 2008   8:38 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Denise Rischel 
11940 Harbour Light Drive 
North Royalton, OH 44133 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

May Robinson 
4607 Willshire Avenue , Baltimore, MD 21206  
 

February 11, 2008   8:38 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
May Robinson 
4607 Willshire Avenue 
Baltimore, MD 21206 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Joan Taylor 
27 Waites Corner Road , South Kingstown, RI 02892  
 

February 11, 2008   8:38 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joan Taylor 
27 Waites Corner Road 
South Kingstown, RI 02892 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Connie Hargreaves 
1299 Whitlock Ridge Drive SW , Marietta, GA 30064  
 

February 11, 2008   8:38 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Connie Hargreaves 
1299 Whitlock Ridge Drive SW 
Marietta, GA 30064 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Melissa Ayers 
4290 Wesmar Dr. , Pfafftown, NC 27040  
 

February 11, 2008   8:35 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Melissa Ayers 
4290 Wesmar Dr. 
Pfafftown, NC 27040 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

B T 
n/a , St. Louis, MO 63104  
 

February 11, 2008   8:35 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
B T 
n/a 
St. Louis, MO 63104 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Leslie Devane 
11 N Woodrow Wilson , Plant City, FL 33563  
 

February 11, 2008   8:35 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Leslie Devane 
11 N Woodrow Wilson 
Plant City, FL 33563 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Sherry Herring 
6114 Randolph Ave. , Orlando, FL 32809  
 

February 11, 2008   8:34 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sherry Herring 
6114 Randolph Ave. 
Orlando, FL 32809 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Susan Koop 
4033 Pinebluff , Waterford, MI 48328  
 

February 11, 2008   8:34 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Susan Koop 
4033 Pinebluff 
Waterford, MI 48328 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Susan Walker 
7404 Hondo St. , Downey, CA 90242  
 

February 11, 2008   8:34 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Susan Walker 
7404 Hondo St. 
Downey, CA 90242 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

april stacey 
2009 s shipley , muncie, IN 47302  
 

February 11, 2008   8:33 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
april stacey 
2009 s shipley 
muncie, IN 47302 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John Simons 
1574 Mackinaw Rd, SE , Grand Rapids, MI 49506  
 

February 11, 2008   8:32 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Simons 
1574 Mackinaw Rd, SE 
Grand Rapids, MI 49506 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

James Raup 
2243 N. Greenview , Chicago, IL 60614  
 

February 11, 2008   8:32 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
James Raup 
2243 N. Greenview 
Chicago, IL 60614 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary Church 
76 West Main Street , Honeoye Falls, NY 144721136  
 

February 11, 2008   8:32 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Church 
76 West Main Street 
Honeoye Falls, NY 14472-1136 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ann Colley 
1251 Avenue of the Americas 52nd Floor, New York, NY 10020  
 

February 11, 2008   8:32 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ann Colley 
1251 Avenue of the Americas 
52nd Floor 
New York, NY 10020 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gerhild Paris 
11 Lorings Way , Falmouth, ME 04105  
 

February 11, 2008   8:32 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gerhild Paris 
11 Lorings Way 
Falmouth, ME 04105 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Tara Muenz 
Route 2 Box 2325 , Newton, GA 39870  
 

February 11, 2008   8:31 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Tara Muenz 
Route 2 Box 2325 
Newton, GA 39870 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Karla Link 
5329 Carpenter Bridge Rd , Felton, DE 19943  
 

February 11, 2008   8:30 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Karla Link 
5329 Carpenter Bridge Rd 
Felton, DE 19943 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John Bokovitz 
6166 warblers roost , Brecksville, OH 44141  
 

February 11, 2008   8:30 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Bokovitz 
6166 warblers roost 
Brecksville, OH 44141 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kyle Larson 
2500 Hollingbourne Dr , Fort Collins, CO 80526  
 

February 11, 2008   8:30 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kyle Larson 
2500 Hollingbourne Dr 
Fort Collins, CO 80526 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nancy Stark 
2756 Leland Circle , East Lansing, MI 48823  
 

February 11, 2008   8:29 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Stark 
2756 Leland Circle 
East Lansing, MI 48823 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Anastasia Leyden 
77 Ferdinand Street , Melrose, MA 02176  
 

February 11, 2008   8:29 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Anastasia Leyden 
77 Ferdinand Street 
Melrose, MA 02176 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Deborah Marquez 
1200 Yacht Club Blvd. , Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937  
 

February 11, 2008   8:29 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Deborah Marquez 
1200 Yacht Club Blvd. 
Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Pete Ingerick 
14589 General Washington Dr. , Woodbridge, VA 22193  
 

February 11, 2008   8:28 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Pete Ingerick 
14589 General Washington Dr. 
Woodbridge, VA 22193 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Charles Schille 
124 Sherman St. , Cambridge, MA 02140  
 

February 11, 2008   8:28 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Charles Schille 
124 Sherman St. 
Cambridge, MA 02140 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Shannon Mayfield-Chapin 
969 Hickory Road , Heath, OH 43056  
 

February 11, 2008   8:27 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Shannon Mayfield-Chapin 
969 Hickory Road 
Heath, OH 43056 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Danna Williams 
131 Helican Springs Rd. , Athens, GA 30601  
 

February 11, 2008   8:26 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Danna Williams 
131 Helican Springs Rd. 
Athens, GA 30601 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kim Grittner 
8276 Starr Grass Drive , Madison, WI 53719  
 

February 11, 2008   8:24 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kim Grittner 
8276 Starr Grass Drive 
Madison, WI 53719 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Carol Elliott 
2601 Sweet Gum , Hillsborough, NC 27278  
 

February 11, 2008   8:24 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Carol Elliott 
2601 Sweet Gum 
Hillsborough, NC 27278 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

April Alberts 
123 Main St. , Green Lane, PA 18054  
 

February 11, 2008   8:24 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
April Alberts 
123 Main St. 
Green Lane, PA 18054 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Esther Coine 
10673 Kasmir Ct , Boynton Becah, FL 33437  
 

February 11, 2008   8:24 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Esther Coine 
10673 Kasmir Ct 
Boynton Becah, FL 33437 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

judy veal 
190 montego bay road , milledgeville, GA 31061  
 

February 11, 2008   8:24 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
judy veal 
190 montego bay road 
milledgeville, GA 31061 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

sara brown 
p.o. box 475 , horse shoe, NC 28742  
 

February 11, 2008   8:24 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
sara brown 
p.o. box 475 
horse shoe, NC 28742 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Valerie Leonard 
5479 Hound Hill Ct , Columbia, MD 21045  
 

February 11, 2008   8:24 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Valerie Leonard 
5479 Hound Hill Ct 
Columbia, MD 21045 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John Brewer 
1608 Edgeland Avenue , Louisville, KY 40204  
 

February 11, 2008   8:21 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Brewer 
1608 Edgeland Avenue 
Louisville, KY 40204 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

penny Butler 
3260 Lower 147th Street West , Rosemount, MN 55068  
 

February 11, 2008   8:21 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
penny Butler 
3260 Lower 147th Street West 
Rosemount, MN 55068 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Sue D'Onofrio 
805 Watson Drive , Keysville, VA 23947  
 

February 11, 2008   8:21 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sue D'Onofrio 
805 Watson Drive 
Keysville, VA 23947 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

deacon jones 
232 hc 71 , princeton, WV 24740  
 

February 11, 2008   8:20 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
deacon jones 
232 hc 71 
princeton, WV 24740 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mitch Kihn 
1320 Western Road , Warren, ME 04864  
 

February 11, 2008   8:20 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mitch Kihn 
1320 Western Road 
Warren, ME 04864 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Liz Mostov 
315 West 0th st #4, New York, NY 10024  
 

February 11, 2008   8:20 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Liz Mostov 
315 West 0th st 
#4 
New York, NY 10024 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Krista Kahler 
1249 Phoenix Road , Philipsburg, PA 16866  
 

February 11, 2008   8:19 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Krista Kahler 
1249 Phoenix Road 
Philipsburg, PA 16866 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Andrea Frank 
39171 Bernice Terrace , Beach Park, IL 60099  
 

February 11, 2008   8:19 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Andrea Frank 
39171 Bernice Terrace 
Beach Park, IL 60099 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jacqueline Bowman 
1616 Colehollow Dr , Midlothian, VA 231134015  
 

February 11, 2008   8:19 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jacqueline Bowman 
1616 Colehollow Dr 
Midlothian, VA 23113-4015 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ramona Dzindzeleta 
302 Woodfield Drive , Sanford, FL 32773  
 

February 11, 2008   8:19 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ramona Dzindzeleta 
302 Woodfield Drive 
Sanford, FL 32773 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Caterina Galani 
66 Westminster Way Botley, oxford,  ox2 0lw United Kingdom 
 

February 11, 2008   8:18 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Caterina Galani 
66 Westminster Way 
Botley 
oxford ox2 0lw 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Melissa Symoniak 
2418 3rd Street NE, #1 , Minneapolis, MN 55418  
 

February 11, 2008   8:18 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Melissa Symoniak 
2418 3rd Street NE, #1 
Minneapolis, MN 55418 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

matthew rubino 
221 d. clark labs dept. of zoology, nc state university, raleigh, NC 276957617  
 

February 11, 2008   8:17 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
matthew rubino 
221 d. clark labs 
dept. of zoology, nc state university 
raleigh, NC 27695-7617 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Joanne Bosco 
258 Bradford Lane , Lansdale, PA 19446  
 

February 11, 2008   8:17 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joanne Bosco 
258 Bradford Lane 
Lansdale, PA 19446 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Bertha Katzenstein 
721 Holly St , New Milford, NJ 7646  
 

February 11, 2008   8:16 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Bertha Katzenstein 
721 Holly St 
New Milford, NJ 7646 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Shaun Woodson 
130 n. auburn , sterling, VA 20164  
 

February 11, 2008   8:16 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Shaun Woodson 
130 n. auburn 
sterling, VA 20164 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kris Azzarello 
153A Madison Ave , Greensburg, PA 15601  
 

February 11, 2008   8:14 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kris Azzarello 
153A Madison Ave 
Greensburg, PA 15601 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Joanne Zipay 
37 Creamery Drive , New Windsor, NY 12553  
 

February 11, 2008   8:14 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joanne Zipay 
37 Creamery Drive 
New Windsor, NY 12553 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

David Doyle 
2164 Northwest Blvd , Upper Arlington, OH 43221  
 

February 11, 2008   8:14 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
David Doyle 
2164 Northwest Blvd 
Upper Arlington, OH 43221 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Joan Zentarski 
250-16 Summer St. , Plantsville, CT 06479  
 

February 11, 2008   8:14 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joan Zentarski 
250-16 Summer St. 
Plantsville, CT 06479 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Janice Houck 
141 Warwick Road , Elverson, PA 19520  
 

February 11, 2008   8:13 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Janice Houck 
141 Warwick Road 
Elverson, PA 19520 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

m wolk 
1234 Market St , Philadelphia, PA 19107  
 

February 11, 2008   8:12 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
m wolk 
1234 Market St 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Heather Kemper 
1425 Elliston Lane , Versailles, KY 40383  
 

February 11, 2008   8:12 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Heather Kemper 
1425 Elliston Lane 
Versailles, KY 40383 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Laura Lux-Thompson 
6167 N 100 W , Uniondale, IN 46791  
 

February 11, 2008   8:12 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laura Lux-Thompson 
6167 N 100 W 
Uniondale, IN 46791 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Patricia Livingston-Clark 
P.O. Box 4428 , Louisville, GA 30434  
 

February 11, 2008   8:11 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Patricia Livingston-Clark 
P.O. Box 4428 
Louisville, GA 30434 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

barbara lemmons 
130 greenmont ln , cary, NC 27511  
 

February 11, 2008   8:10 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
barbara lemmons 
130 greenmont ln 
cary, NC 27511 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Barbara Juknialis 
10900 Euclid Avenue Sears Tower Annex TA226, Cleveland, OH 441064976  
 

February 11, 2008   8:10 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Barbara Juknialis 
10900 Euclid Avenue 
Sears Tower Annex TA226 
Cleveland, OH 44106-4976 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Stanley Charles 
442 Farm Branch Drive , Fort Mill, SC 29715  
 

February 11, 2008   8:09 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Stanley Charles 
442 Farm Branch Drive 
Fort Mill, SC 29715 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Marjory Cahill-Shelton 
3701 SW 117th Ave , Davie, FL 33330  
 

February 11, 2008   8:09 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Marjory Cahill-Shelton 
3701 SW 117th Ave 
Davie, FL 33330 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kent Nusekabel 
2530 Laurel Lane , Wilmette, IL 60091  
 

February 11, 2008   8:07 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kent Nusekabel 
2530 Laurel Lane 
Wilmette, IL 60091 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mark and Nancy Wolfe 
222 Maxwell Street , Ingram, PA 152052031  
 

February 11, 2008   8:06 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mark and Nancy Wolfe 
222 Maxwell Street 
Ingram, PA 15205-2031 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

WENDY Edwards 
2105 1ST STREET SOUTH , Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250  
 

February 11, 2008   8:06 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
WENDY Edwards 
2105 1ST STREET SOUTH 
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Michele largman 
2 Oxford Lane , Hackettstown, NJ 07840  
 

February 11, 2008   8:06 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Michele largman 
2 Oxford Lane 
Hackettstown, NJ 07840 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary Callahan 
918 2nd Avenue N. # 2, Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250  
 

February 11, 2008   8:05 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Callahan 
918 2nd Avenue N. 
# 2 
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Bonnie Maruschak 
2215 2nd Ave , Whitehall, PA 18052  
 

February 11, 2008   8:05 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Bonnie Maruschak 
2215 2nd Ave 
Whitehall, PA 18052 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Cecilia Leary 
4700 Beech Crest Pl. , Charlotte, NC 28269  
 

February 11, 2008   8:05 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Cecilia Leary 
4700 Beech Crest Pl. 
Charlotte, NC 28269 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lisa Green 
6519 W. Newberry Rd. Apt. 701, Gainesville, FL 32605  
 

February 11, 2008   8:05 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lisa Green 
6519 W. Newberry Rd. 
Apt. 701 
Gainesville, FL 32605 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ken Moore 
24 Adair St , Stanhope, NJ 07874  
 

February 11, 2008   8:05 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ken Moore 
24 Adair St 
Stanhope, NJ 07874 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

gabriele fall 
106 uxbridge , CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034  
 

February 11, 2008   8:05 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
gabriele fall 
106 uxbridge 
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Aubrey Bursch 
519 Casey Lane , Rockville, MD 20850  
 

February 11, 2008   8:03 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Aubrey Bursch 
519 Casey Lane 
Rockville, MD 20850 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

amanda kaiser 
506 tomahawk lane , new albany, IN 47150  
 

February 11, 2008   8:03 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
amanda kaiser 
506 tomahawk lane 
new albany, IN 47150 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Roslyn Piegari 
10 Lyrical Lane , Sandy Hook, CT 06482  
 

February 11, 2008   8:03 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Roslyn Piegari 
10 Lyrical Lane 
Sandy Hook, CT 06482 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Julie Brader 
8135 Ibis Cove Cir , Naples, FL 34119  
 

February 11, 2008   8:02 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Julie Brader 
8135 Ibis Cove Cir 
Naples, FL 34119 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John Mainprize 
3606 Calibre Creek Pkwy , Roswell, GA 30076  
 

February 11, 2008   8:02 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Mainprize 
3606 Calibre Creek Pkwy 
Roswell, GA 30076 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ruth Johnston 
5700 S 110th Street , Hales Corners, WI 53130  
 

February 11, 2008   8:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ruth Johnston 
5700 S 110th Street 
Hales Corners, WI 53130 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Susan Barry 
26 Transylvania Rd. , Woodbury, CT 06798  
 

February 11, 2008   8:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Susan Barry 
26 Transylvania Rd. 
Woodbury, CT 06798 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Carol Garner 
80 S 8th St #500 , Minneapolis, MN 55402  
 

February 11, 2008   7:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Carol Garner 
80 S 8th St #500 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John Foltz 
1120 SW 111 Way , Davie, FL 33324  
 

February 11, 2008   7:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Foltz 
1120 SW 111 Way 
Davie, FL 33324 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Dan Hasson 
109 Heritage Lane , Easley, SC 29642  
 

February 11, 2008   7:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Dan Hasson 
109 Heritage Lane 
Easley, SC 29642 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Sue Lazar 
1N575 Newton , Glen Ellyn, IL 60137  
 

February 11, 2008   7:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sue Lazar 
1N575 Newton 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Carol Palmer 
1626 South Crawford Rd. , Deford, MI 487299797  
 

February 11, 2008   7:56 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Carol Palmer 
1626 South Crawford Rd. 
Deford, MI 48729-9797 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ed Bodnovich Jr. 
210 Solon Rd. , Bedford, OH 441463849  
 

February 11, 2008   7:54 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ed Bodnovich Jr. 
210 Solon Rd. 
Bedford, OH 44146-3849 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jennifer Barszcz 
1151 Washington Street Apt E4, Middletown, CT 06457  
 

February 11, 2008   7:53 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jennifer Barszcz 
1151 Washington Street 
Apt E4 
Middletown, CT 06457 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jennifer Barst 
5329 Colwood Rd. , Unionville, MI 48767  
 

February 11, 2008   7:53 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jennifer Barst 
5329 Colwood Rd. 
Unionville, MI 48767 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Maria Alicandu 
56 Indigo Lane , Goose Creek, SC 29445  
 

February 11, 2008   7:52 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Maria Alicandu 
56 Indigo Lane 
Goose Creek, SC 29445 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Susanne Loomis 
751 Lansdowne Way T4 , Norwood, MA 02062  
 

February 11, 2008   7:52 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Susanne Loomis 
751 Lansdowne Way T4 
Norwood, MA 02062 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nicole Pecyna 
1230 Churchill Rd, , Bartlett, IL 60103  
 

February 11, 2008   7:51 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nicole Pecyna 
1230 Churchill Rd, 
Bartlett, IL 60103 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ellen Cerda 
1704 Primrose Lane , Leander, TX 786418676  
 

February 11, 2008   7:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ellen Cerda 
1704 Primrose Lane 
Leander, TX 78641-8676 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lori Livermore 
1731 Symphony Heights , Green Bay, WI 54311  
 

February 11, 2008   7:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lori Livermore 
1731 Symphony Heights 
Green Bay, WI 54311 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Patricia Thompson 
8020 Mason Lane , Whitmore Lake, MI 48189  
 

February 11, 2008   7:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Patricia Thompson 
8020 Mason Lane 
Whitmore Lake, MI 48189 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Robin Vannoy 
RR 1 Box 67-L , Belington, WV 26250  
 

February 11, 2008   7:49 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Robin Vannoy 
RR 1 Box 67-L 
Belington, WV 26250 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Corey Fuhrer 
310 Fisher Dr. , YORK, PA 17404  
 

February 11, 2008   7:48 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Corey Fuhrer 
310 Fisher Dr. 
YORK, PA 17404 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Martha Izzo 
6490 Kinney Creek , Evergreen, CO 80439  
 

February 11, 2008   7:48 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Martha Izzo 
6490 Kinney Creek 
Evergreen, CO 80439 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Brian Vitulli 
1310 Blair Circle , Downingtown, PA 19335  
 

February 11, 2008   7:47 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Brian Vitulli 
1310 Blair Circle 
Downingtown, PA 19335 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

pete daw 
8684 parkdale dr. , North Royalton, OH 44133  
 

February 11, 2008   7:46 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
pete daw 
8684 parkdale dr. 
North Royalton, OH 44133 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gail Watson 
6323 Baymiller Lnae , Burlington, KY 41005  
 

February 11, 2008   7:45 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gail Watson 
6323 Baymiller Lnae 
Burlington, KY 41005 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Janet Marineau 
60 Curtis St , Bristol, CT 06010  
 

February 11, 2008   7:45 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Janet Marineau 
60 Curtis St 
Bristol, CT 06010 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Zane Stiffler 
2711 Allen Rd. Apt#J-1 2711 Allen Rd Apt# J-1, Tallahassee, FL 323122610  
 

February 11, 2008   7:43 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Zane Stiffler 
2711 Allen Rd. Apt#J-1 
2711 Allen Rd Apt# J-1 
Tallahassee, FL 32312-2610 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jonathan Rotach Hunt 
4110 Ballards Mill Road , Free Union, VA 22940  
 

February 11, 2008   7:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jonathan Rotach Hunt 
4110 Ballards Mill Road 
Free Union, VA 22940 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Matt Sweet 
11 Hickory Dr. , Windsor, CT 06095  
 

February 11, 2008   7:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Matt Sweet 
11 Hickory Dr. 
Windsor, CT 06095 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Corina Ortiz 
2216 Gatlin Creek , Dripping Springs, TX 78620  
 

February 11, 2008   7:39 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Corina Ortiz 
2216 Gatlin Creek 
Dripping Springs, TX 78620 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

G. Stephen Christopher 
203 10th St , Troy, NY 121802914  
 

February 11, 2008   7:37 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
G. Stephen Christopher 
203 10th St 
Troy, NY 12180-2914 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lori Stenger 
2595 Frost Road , Mantua, OH 44255  
 

February 11, 2008   7:36 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lori Stenger 
2595 Frost Road 
Mantua, OH 44255 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John Anuci 
1187 East James Street , White Cloud, MI 49349  
 

February 11, 2008   7:35 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Anuci 
1187 East James Street 
White Cloud, MI 49349 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Camillo Musumeci 
405 West First Street , West Islip, NY 11795  
 

February 11, 2008   7:34 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Camillo Musumeci 
405 West First Street 
West Islip, NY 11795 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Susan Smart 
16280 72nd road north , Loxahatchee, FL 33470  
 

February 11, 2008   7:34 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Susan Smart 
16280 72nd road north 
Loxahatchee, FL 33470 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Barre Simmons 
5216 Kings Park Dr , Springfield, VA 22151  
 

February 11, 2008   7:31 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Barre Simmons 
5216 Kings Park Dr 
Springfield, VA 22151 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Robert Bisson 
735 County Route 25 , Stuyvesant, NY 12173  
 

February 11, 2008   7:29 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Robert Bisson 
735 County Route 25 
Stuyvesant, NY 12173 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

g gerdan 
ridge , pleasant ridge, MI 48069  
 

February 11, 2008   7:29 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
g gerdan 
ridge 
pleasant ridge, MI 48069 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

SARA WALLER 
61 BUCKINGHAM STREET , MERIDEN, CT 06451  
 

February 11, 2008   7:27 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
SARA WALLER 
61 BUCKINGHAM STREET 
MERIDEN, CT 06451 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Priscilla Linn 
212 Waterville Rd , Belfast, ME 04915  
 

February 11, 2008   7:27 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Priscilla Linn 
212 Waterville Rd 
Belfast, ME 04915 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

MariLynn Segal 
81 Rosewood Drive , Stoughton, MA 020724930  
 

February 11, 2008   7:27 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
MariLynn Segal 
81 Rosewood Drive 
Stoughton, MA 02072-4930 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

julia frederiksen 
12200 IH10w apt # 104, SAn Antonio, TX 78230  
 

February 11, 2008   7:25 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
julia frederiksen 
12200 IH10w 
apt # 104 
SAn Antonio, TX 78230 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Joanne Lowery 
412 Evelyn , Kalamzoo, MI 49001  
 

February 11, 2008   7:25 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joanne Lowery 
412 Evelyn 
Kalamzoo, MI 49001 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kristin Fischer 
726 Leafydale Terrace , Pikesville, MD 21208  
 

February 11, 2008   7:25 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kristin Fischer 
726 Leafydale Terrace 
Pikesville, MD 21208 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gina Coviello 
2556 Ridge Road , Ontario, NY 14519  
 

February 11, 2008   7:24 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gina Coviello 
2556 Ridge Road 
Ontario, NY 14519 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Oscar Revilla Alguacil 
Maqueda 102 6?b , Madrid,  28024 Spain 
 

February 11, 2008   7:24 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Oscar Revilla Alguacil 
Maqueda 102 6?b 
Madrid 28024 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

BEN FARRELL 
1685 OCEAN BAY DR , VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23454  
 

February 11, 2008   7:20 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
BEN FARRELL 
1685 OCEAN BAY DR 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23454 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Donald Barth 
1202 Stokes Road , Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054  
 

February 11, 2008   7:18 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Donald Barth 
1202 Stokes Road 
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kristen Hoskins 
550 n 300 w , dana, IN 47847  
 

February 11, 2008   7:15 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kristen Hoskins 
550 n 300 w 
dana, IN 47847 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Doug Linger 
1371 Dunham Road , Leon, WV 25123  
 

February 11, 2008   7:07 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Doug Linger 
1371 Dunham Road 
Leon, WV 25123 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

David Allen 
102 West 2nd Street , Scio, OH 43988  
 

February 11, 2008   7:07 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
David Allen 
102 West 2nd Street 
Scio, OH 43988 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Richard Heinlein 
PO box 152 , Trevor, WI 53179  
 

February 11, 2008   7:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Richard Heinlein 
PO box 152 
Trevor, WI 53179 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Joyce Fournier 
14 Holstein Ave. , Londonderry, NH 030533912  
 

February 11, 2008   7:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joyce Fournier 
14 Holstein Ave. 
Londonderry, NH 03053-3912 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Angela Dyer 
38 Elm Drive , WEST HARTFORD, CT 06110  
 

February 11, 2008   6:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Angela Dyer 
38 Elm Drive 
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06110 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

RICH ASH 
1905B VAUXHALL RD , UNION, NJ 07083  
 

February 11, 2008   6:58 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
RICH ASH 
1905B VAUXHALL RD 
UNION, NJ 07083 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gordon Wissinger 
PO Box 1214 , Southwest Harbor, ME 04679  
 

February 11, 2008   6:58 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gordon Wissinger 
PO Box 1214 
Southwest Harbor, ME 04679 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

mike rabasco 
11130 DRAKE ST , coon rapids, MN 55433  
 

February 11, 2008   6:56 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
mike rabasco 
11130 DRAKE ST 
coon rapids, MN 55433 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Michael Wellman 
4923 Trail West , Austin, TX 787356443  
 

February 11, 2008   6:55 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Michael Wellman 
4923 Trail West 
Austin, TX 78735-6443 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nancy Wedow 
228 N Middleton , Palatine, IL 60067  
 

February 11, 2008   6:55 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Wedow 
228 N Middleton 
Palatine, IL 60067 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Alicia Butscher 
765 Scott Blvd #15 , Decatur, GA 30030  
 

February 11, 2008   6:53 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Alicia Butscher 
765 Scott Blvd #15 
Decatur, GA 30030 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Todd Weinstein 
3501 Sawtelle Blvd Apt 204, Los Angeles, CA 90066  
 

February 11, 2008   6:43 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Todd Weinstein 
3501 Sawtelle Blvd 
Apt 204 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

harry gossner 
7 arkansas trail , medford, NJ 08055  
 

February 11, 2008   6:42 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
harry gossner 
7 arkansas trail 
medford, NJ 08055 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jeanne Gannon 
288 Route 20 , Chester, MA 01011  
 

February 11, 2008   6:40 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jeanne Gannon 
288 Route 20 
Chester, MA 01011 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Linda Johnson 
one american Square , Indianapolis, IN 46204  
 

February 11, 2008   6:40 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Linda Johnson 
one american Square 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Morten Christoffersen 
Brendstrupvej 27 , Aarhus,  8200 Denmark 
 

February 11, 2008   6:37 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Morten Christoffersen 
Brendstrupvej 27 
Aarhus 8200 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jim Rodrigue 
85 Stoney Acres Rd , Pittston, ME 04345-6641  
 

February 11, 2008   6:31 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jim Rodrigue 
85 Stoney Acres Rd 
Pittston, ME 04345-6641 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Laura Bete 
35 tanglewood rd , Amherst, MA 01002  
 

February 11, 2008   6:31 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laura Bete 
35 tanglewood rd 
Amherst, MA 01002 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Cheryl Thacker 
43 Conant Valley Road , Pound Ridge, NY 10576  
 

February 11, 2008   6:30 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Cheryl Thacker 
43 Conant Valley Road 
Pound Ridge, NY 10576 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Phyllis Sloane 
581 Waterview Rd , Oceanside, NY 11572  
 

February 11, 2008   6:29 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Phyllis Sloane 
581 Waterview Rd 
Oceanside, NY 11572 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Marlene Burt 
1325 NW 155 Lane `, Pembroke Pines, FL 33028  
 

February 11, 2008   6:28 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Marlene Burt 
1325 NW 155 Lane 
` 
Pembroke Pines, FL 33028 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jean Lapham 
246A West Broadway Apt 2, Boston, MA 02127  
 

February 11, 2008   6:22 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jean Lapham 
246A West Broadway 
Apt 2 
Boston, MA 02127 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Adam Pongracz 
322 Shoreham Depot Road , Whiting, VT 05778  
 

February 11, 2008   6:16 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Adam Pongracz 
322 Shoreham Depot Road 
Whiting, VT 05778 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Timothy Lippert 
210 Donegal Way , Martinez, CA 94553  
 

February 11, 2008   6:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Timothy Lippert 
210 Donegal Way 
Martinez, CA 94553 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

P D 
3 , Fort Lauderdale, FL 333011173  
 

February 11, 2008   5:53 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
P D 
3 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301-1173 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

marc myers 
4973 campanile dr , san diego, CA 92115  
 

February 11, 2008   5:46 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
marc myers 
4973 campanile dr 
san diego, CA 92115 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary Anne Gaskins 
7540 S. Rosemary Circle , Centennial, CO 80112  
 

February 11, 2008   5:36 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Anne Gaskins 
7540 S. Rosemary Circle 
Centennial, CO 80112 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Margaret Frazier 
450 E. Vista Chino, #2024 , Palm Springs, CA 92262  
 

February 11, 2008   5:23 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Margaret Frazier 
450 E. Vista Chino, #2024 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jason Allen 
11995 E. Valley High DR. , Dewey, AZ 86327  
 

February 11, 2008   4:53 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jason Allen 
11995 E. Valley High DR. 
Dewey, AZ 86327 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

george phillips 
30525 buck lane , bulverde, TX 78163  
 

February 11, 2008   4:49 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
george phillips 
30525 buck lane 
bulverde, TX 78163 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Parrie Pinyan 
675 Pinyan Lane , Canton, GA 30115  
 

February 11, 2008   4:46 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Parrie Pinyan 
675 Pinyan Lane 
Canton, GA 30115 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary Madigan 
90 Centre Rd , Langwarrin,  3910 Australia 
 

February 11, 2008   4:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Madigan 
90 Centre Rd 
Langwarrin 3910 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

B Soltis 
503 Hansberry Street , Philadelphia, PA 19144  
 

February 11, 2008   4:36 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
B Soltis 
503 Hansberry Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19144 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Alexandra Morris 
2433 Whitmire Blvd #28, Midland, TX 79705  
 

February 11, 2008   4:15 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Alexandra Morris 
2433 Whitmire Blvd 
#28 
Midland, TX 79705 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Karoline Scholten 
Valkeniersdreef 5/21 , Keerbergen,  3140 Belgium 
 

February 11, 2008   4:09 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Karoline Scholten 
Valkeniersdreef 5/21 
Keerbergen 3140 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

mireille azouzou 
val plan , marseille,  13013 France 
 

February 11, 2008   4:07 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
mireille azouzou 
val plan 
marseille 13013 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

simone leiss 
calle portugal 18 , lloret de mar,  17310 Spain 
 

February 11, 2008   4:03 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
simone leiss 
calle portugal 18 
lloret de mar 17310 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gisela Lesage 
9 rue Charpentier , Santeny,  94440 France 
 

February 11, 2008   3:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gisela Lesage 
9 rue Charpentier 
Santeny 94440 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Suzannah Bray 
244 Best Avenue , San Leandro, CA 94577  
 

February 11, 2008   3:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Suzannah Bray 
244 Best Avenue 
San Leandro, CA 94577 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Laura Hoti 
44 Stagecoach Circle , Milford, CT 06460  
 

February 11, 2008   3:50 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laura Hoti 
44 Stagecoach Circle 
Milford, CT 06460 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jennifer Bennett 
3925 Century Dr , Eugene, OR 97402  
 

February 11, 2008   3:39 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jennifer Bennett 
3925 Century Dr 
Eugene, OR 97402 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Karin Cudd 
5541 Village Drive , Edina, MN 55439  
 

February 11, 2008   3:32 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Karin Cudd 
5541 Village Drive 
Edina, MN 55439 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Debbie Henson 
12641 Vanowen St. #3 , North Hollywood, CA 91605  
 

February 11, 2008   3:31 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Debbie Henson 
12641 Vanowen St. #3 
North Hollywood, CA 91605 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

SONIA BENZ 
2662 ADELE PLACE , LAKE MARY, FL 32746  
 

February 11, 2008   3:26 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
SONIA BENZ 
2662 ADELE PLACE 
LAKE MARY, FL 32746 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lew Elliott 
P.O. Box 262 , Castaic, CA 913100262  
 

February 11, 2008   3:24 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lew Elliott 
P.O. Box 262 
Castaic, CA 91310-0262 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kathrin Kraft 
6618 Tyrone Ave , Van Nuys, CA 91405  
 

February 11, 2008   3:17 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kathrin Kraft 
6618 Tyrone Ave 
Van Nuys, CA 91405 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Matthew Tuttle 
37225 Oak View Rd. , Yucaipa, CA 92399  
 

February 11, 2008   3:10 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Matthew Tuttle 
37225 Oak View Rd. 
Yucaipa, CA 92399 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ruth Vitale 
8541 Charl Lane , Los Angeles, CA 90046  
 

February 11, 2008   3:09 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ruth Vitale 
8541 Charl Lane 
Los Angeles, CA 90046 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Michael Leeson 
111 NE Graham Street , Portland, OR 97212  
 

February 11, 2008   3:08 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Michael Leeson 
111 NE Graham Street 
Portland, OR 97212 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Terri Zeman 
2500 Bremerton Road , St Louis, MO 63144  
 

February 11, 2008   3:07 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Terri Zeman 
2500 Bremerton Road 
St Louis, MO 63144 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Karen Guancione 
262 De Witt Ave. , Belleville, NJ 07109  
 

February 11, 2008   3:04 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Karen Guancione 
262 De Witt Ave. 
Belleville, NJ 07109 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

susanna nylander 
malminiityntie16c122 , vantaa,  01350 Finland 
 

February 11, 2008   3:03 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
susanna nylander 
malminiityntie16c122 
vantaa 01350 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kent & Kay Hill 
P.O. Box 17566 , San Diego, CA 92177  
 

February 11, 2008   3:00 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kent %pa_first_name% Kay Hill 
P.O. Box 17566 
San Diego, CA 92177 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nick Pilch 
634 San Carlos Avenue , Albany, CA 94706  
 

February 11, 2008   2:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nick Pilch 
634 San Carlos Avenue 
Albany, CA 94706 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Carol Ruby 
494 N Silverbell Rd , Tucson, AZ 85745  
 

February 11, 2008   2:55 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Carol Ruby 
494 N Silverbell Rd 
Tucson, AZ 85745 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

jean-frédéric Marrot 
69,rue Brochier , Marseilles,  13005 France 
 

February 11, 2008   2:53 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
jean-frédéric Marrot 
69,rue Brochier 
Marseilles 13005 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Franklin Platizky 
3117  Cedar Hill , Denton, TX 76209  
 

February 11, 2008   2:47 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Franklin Platizky 
3117  Cedar Hill 
Denton, TX 76209 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

john public 
266 washington ave. c-18 , Brooklyn, N.Y.City, NY 11205  
 

February 11, 2008   2:44 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
john public 
266 washington ave. c-18 
Brooklyn, N.Y.City, NY 11205 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

angella wessel 
323 sw orchard st , topeka, KS 66606  
 

February 11, 2008   2:42 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
angella wessel 
323 sw orchard st 
topeka, KS 66606 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jozef Reintjens 
Lode Geysenstraat 11 , Antwerpen, AK 02170 Belgium 
 

February 11, 2008   2:35 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jozef Reintjens 
Lode Geysenstraat 11 
Antwerpen, AK 02170 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Elizabeth Walker 
958 Chambers Spring Rd , Waverly, TN 37185  
 

February 11, 2008   2:32 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Walker 
958 Chambers Spring Rd 
Waverly, TN 37185 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Karen Graham 
6675 Boyd Rd , Battle Creek, MI 49014  
 

February 11, 2008   2:31 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Karen Graham 
6675 Boyd Rd 
Battle Creek, MI 49014 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Martha Colby 
25 Claremont Avenue 1c, New York, NY 10027  
 

February 11, 2008   2:26 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Martha Colby 
25 Claremont Avenue 
1c 
New York, NY 10027 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John R Donaldson 
4559 N. DeWitt , Fresno, CA 93727  
 

February 11, 2008   2:17 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John R Donaldson 
4559 N. DeWitt 
Fresno, CA 93727 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John & Sandy Zinn 
14250 N Saguaro , Fountain Hills, AZ 85268  
 

February 11, 2008   2:15 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John %pa_first_name% Sandy Zinn 
14250 N Saguaro 
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jeff Kline 
1221 Mariner Dr. , San Francisco, CA 94130  
 

February 11, 2008   2:08 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jeff Kline 
1221 Mariner Dr. 
San Francisco, CA 94130 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

T.K. Wang 
1465 Avon Park Ter , Los Angeles, CA 90026-2007  
 

February 11, 2008   2:07 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
T.K. Wang 
1465 Avon Park Ter 
Los Angeles, CA 90026-2007 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Tony Van Tilborgh 
Rerum Novarumlaan 27 , Westmalle,  B2390 Belgium 
 

February 11, 2008   2:06 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Tony Van Tilborgh 
Rerum Novarumlaan 27 
Westmalle B2390 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nick Gordy 
5405 beebe st ne , Albuquerque, NM 87111  
 

February 11, 2008   2:05 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nick Gordy 
5405 beebe st ne 
Albuquerque, NM 87111 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

susanne JOHNSON 
7510 Hellman Ave , Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730  
 

February 11, 2008   1:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
susanne JOHNSON 
7510 Hellman Ave 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Elizabeth Roesler 
712 Bluejay Circle , Elk Grove Village, IL 60007  
 

February 11, 2008   1:59 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Roesler 
712 Bluejay Circle 
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Leah Thornton 
4427 Merry Lane W. , University Place, WA 984661343  
 

February 11, 2008   1:58 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Leah Thornton 
4427 Merry Lane W. 
University Place, WA 98466-1343 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kelly Kirby 
561 Tortugas Drive , Las Cruces, NM 88001  
 

February 11, 2008   1:56 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kelly Kirby 
561 Tortugas Drive 
Las Cruces, NM 88001 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Shayna Kohan 
2747 Tolbut Street , Philadelphia, PA 19152  
 

February 11, 2008   1:54 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Shayna Kohan 
2747 Tolbut Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19152 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

probyn gregory 
1766 Las Palmas , LA, CA 90028  
 

February 11, 2008   1:52 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
probyn gregory 
1766 Las Palmas 
LA, CA 90028 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Alexander Sonneborn 
534 W 149th St Apt 3, New York, NY 10031  
 

February 11, 2008   1:48 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Alexander Sonneborn 
534 W 149th St 
Apt 3 
New York, NY 10031 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jason Zywica 
637 Novi Street , Northville, MI 48167  
 

February 11, 2008   1:48 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jason Zywica 
637 Novi Street 
Northville, MI 48167 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

catherine launay 
932   1/2 judson , evanston, IL 60202  
 

February 11, 2008   1:47 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
catherine launay 
932   1/2 judson 
evanston, IL 60202 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

vanessa schuermans 
p o box 27437 sunnyside, pretoria,  0132 South Africa 
 

February 11, 2008   1:47 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
vanessa schuermans 
p o box 27437 
sunnyside 
pretoria 0132 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Aimee Wyatt 
1014 Magnolia Ave. , Long Beach, CA 90813  
 

February 11, 2008   1:45 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Aimee Wyatt 
1014 Magnolia Ave. 
Long Beach, CA 90813 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lenore Sheridan 
631 Hermitage St , San Jose, CA 95134  
 

February 11, 2008   1:45 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lenore Sheridan 
631 Hermitage St 
San Jose, CA 95134 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lisa Stanley 
2334 Old Arthur Rd , Springfield, OH 45502  
 

February 11, 2008   1:44 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lisa Stanley 
2334 Old Arthur Rd 
Springfield, OH 45502 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Howard Harrison 
5212 E Rosewood Street , Tucson, AZ 85711  
 

February 11, 2008   1:42 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Howard Harrison 
5212 E Rosewood Street 
Tucson, AZ 85711 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Linda Earhart 
12878 Cresthaven Dr , Groveland, CA 95321  
 

February 11, 2008   1:36 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Linda Earhart 
12878 Cresthaven Dr 
Groveland, CA 95321 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Charles Powell 
302 Hillcrest Lane , Canton, GA 30115  
 

February 11, 2008   1:34 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Charles Powell 
302 Hillcrest Lane 
Canton, GA 30115 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gil Kulick 
41 W. 96th , New york, NY 10025  
 

February 11, 2008   1:32 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gil Kulick 
41 W. 96th 
New york, NY 10025 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Joseph Lund 
2118 Dupont Avenue S, #7 , Minneapolis, MN 55405  
 

February 11, 2008   1:31 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joseph Lund 
2118 Dupont Avenue S, #7 
Minneapolis, MN 55405 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jessica Orme 
1843 Sonoma Avenue , Berkeley, CA 94707  
 

February 11, 2008   1:29 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jessica Orme 
1843 Sonoma Avenue 
Berkeley, CA 94707 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ihor Mychkovsky 
6236 N. Steamboat Way , NEW MARKET, MD 21774  
 

February 11, 2008   1:27 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ihor Mychkovsky 
6236 N. Steamboat Way 
NEW MARKET, MD 21774 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Rob Sullivan 
11810 Hammond Dr., Apt. 901 , Houston, TX 77065  
 

February 11, 2008   1:23 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Rob Sullivan 
11810 Hammond Dr., Apt. 901 
Houston, TX 77065 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Robert Young 
P.O. Box 2469 , Farmington, NM 874992469  
 

February 11, 2008   1:23 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Robert Young 
P.O. Box 2469 
Farmington, NM 87499-2469 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Virginia Mattson 
4917 Andrew St , St Bernard, OH 45217  
 

February 11, 2008   1:21 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Virginia Mattson 
4917 Andrew St 
St Bernard, OH 45217 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Laurel Eckert 
4801 Roanoke Pkwy Apt 506 , Kansas City, MO 64112  
 

February 11, 2008   1:20 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laurel Eckert 
4801 Roanoke Pkwy Apt 506 
Kansas City, MO 64112 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Marisol Gonzalez 
2919 22nd St Apt #10 , San Francisco, CA 94110  
 

February 11, 2008   1:20 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Marisol Gonzalez 
2919 22nd St Apt #10 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gareth Wynn 
122 Bag End Road , Hendersonville, NC 28739  
 

February 11, 2008   1:15 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gareth Wynn 
122 Bag End Road 
Hendersonville, NC 28739 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Steven Slagle 
1002 Booneville Avenue , New Braunfels, TX 78130  
 

February 11, 2008   1:14 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Steven Slagle 
1002 Booneville Avenue 
New Braunfels, TX 78130 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Margaret Stein 
PO Box 32 , Cornville, AZ 86325  
 

February 11, 2008   1:12 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Margaret Stein 
PO Box 32 
Cornville, AZ 86325 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Victoria Brownlee 
PO Box 36 105 Cedarwood Way, Millwood, WV 25262  
 

February 11, 2008   1:11 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Victoria Brownlee 
PO Box 36 
105 Cedarwood Way 
Millwood, WV 25262 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lori Stayton 
14717 Valley Vista , Sherman Oaks, CA 91403  
 

February 11, 2008   1:10 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lori Stayton 
14717 Valley Vista 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mark Warner 
97 Murphy lane , Ringgold, GA 30736  
 

February 11, 2008   1:07 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mark Warner 
97 Murphy lane 
Ringgold, GA 30736 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jamie Macke 
110 W 6th Ave #112 , Ellensburg, WA 98926  
 

February 11, 2008   1:07 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jamie Macke 
110 W 6th Ave #112 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Stefanie Zier 
1935 21st Avenue SE Apt 98 , Albany, OR 97322  
 

February 11, 2008   1:03 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Stefanie Zier 
1935 21st Avenue SE Apt 98 
Albany, OR 97322 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

C. Butler 
Vine St. , LA, CA 90028  
 

February 11, 2008   1:02 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
C. Butler 
Vine St. 
LA, CA 90028 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

peter waring 
110 Willow Ave. , fairfax, CA 94930  
 

February 11, 2008   1:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
peter waring 
110 Willow Ave. 
fairfax, CA 94930 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Michael Elich 
15 S. Pioneer St. , Ashland, OR 97520  
 

February 11, 2008   12:57 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Michael Elich 
15 S. Pioneer St. 
Ashland, OR 97520 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Renate Uhl 
502 Hill Ave 502 Hill Ave, Grand Junction, CO 81501  
 

February 11, 2008   12:55 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Renate Uhl 
502 Hill Ave 
502 Hill Ave 
Grand Junction, CO 81501 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Olga Sena 
PO Box 6104 , Boulder, CO 80306  
 

February 11, 2008   12:54 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Olga Sena 
PO Box 6104 
Boulder, CO 80306 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Robin Harrison 
11005 N Eagle Lane , Oklahoma City, OK 73162  
 

February 11, 2008   12:47 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Robin Harrison 
11005 N Eagle Lane 
Oklahoma City, OK 73162 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jen Rakotz 
1022 Summit Ave , St Paul, MN 55075  
 

February 11, 2008   12:45 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jen Rakotz 
1022 Summit Ave 
St Paul, MN 55075 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Andy Rakotz 
1022 Summit Ave , South St Paul, MN 55075  
 

February 11, 2008   12:45 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Andy Rakotz 
1022 Summit Ave 
South St Paul, MN 55075 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Shawheen Young 
22 S. Ogden St. #223, Denver, CO 80209  
 

February 11, 2008   12:43 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Shawheen Young 
22 S. Ogden St. 
#223 
Denver, CO 80209 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jill Alexander 
535 Sherwood La , Hatboro, PA 19040  
 

February 11, 2008   12:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jill Alexander 
535 Sherwood La 
Hatboro, PA 19040 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ira Landgarten 
561 1st St. suite 1, Hoboken, NJ 07030  
 

February 11, 2008   12:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ira Landgarten 
561 1st St. 
suite 1 
Hoboken, NJ 07030 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Tom Clavin 
14955 16th Road , Whitestone, NY 11357  
 

February 11, 2008   12:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Tom Clavin 
14955 16th Road 
Whitestone, NY 11357 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Heather Calloway 
102 S Glendale Street , Wichita, KS 67218  
 

February 11, 2008   12:41 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Heather Calloway 
102 S Glendale Street 
Wichita, KS 67218 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ray & Betty Morris 
7319 Pembroke Ave. , Bakersfield, CA 93308  
 

February 11, 2008   12:39 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ray %pa_first_name% Betty Morris 
7319 Pembroke Ave. 
Bakersfield, CA 93308 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Bob Durham 
895 Azalea Glen , Azalia, OR 97410  
 

February 11, 2008   12:39 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Bob Durham 
895 Azalea Glen 
Azalia, OR 97410 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

mary rossi 
10763 keith st , santee, CA 92071  
 

February 11, 2008   12:34 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
mary rossi 
10763 keith st 
santee, CA 92071 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

jason Chinn 
134 Douglas Fir Circle , Cloverdale, CA 95425  
 

February 11, 2008   12:32 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
jason Chinn 
134 Douglas Fir Circle 
Cloverdale, CA 95425 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Eric Polczynski 
Po Box 3483 , Pagosa Springs, CO 81147  
 

February 11, 2008   12:31 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Eric Polczynski 
Po Box 3483 
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Suzanne Stensaas 
2460 Lynwood Drive , Salt Lake City, UT 84109  
 

February 11, 2008   12:31 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Suzanne Stensaas 
2460 Lynwood Drive 
Salt Lake City, UT 84109 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Grace Eger 
20161 Big Basin Way , Boulder Creek, CA 95006  
 

February 11, 2008   12:30 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Grace Eger 
20161 Big Basin Way 
Boulder Creek, CA 95006 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Denise Chambellan 
929 Sewanee St. Apt A 107 , Harriman, TN 37748  
 

February 11, 2008   12:30 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Denise Chambellan 
929 Sewanee St. Apt A 107 
Harriman, TN 37748 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Elizabeth Cross 
72286 Desert Dr , Rancho Mirage, CA 92270  
 

February 11, 2008   12:30 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Cross 
72286 Desert Dr 
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

claire cerling 
885 N Oakley , salt lake city, UT 84116  
 

February 11, 2008   12:27 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
claire cerling 
885 N Oakley 
salt lake city, UT 84116 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Barbara Smolinski 
38817 Grant Ave , Selbyville, DE 19975  
 

February 11, 2008   12:27 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Barbara Smolinski 
38817 Grant Ave 
Selbyville, DE 19975 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Dana Warner 
97 Murphy Ln , Ringgold, GA 30736  
 

February 11, 2008   12:27 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Dana Warner 
97 Murphy Ln 
Ringgold, GA 30736 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Joseph Jacklovich Sr., USA Ret 
2605 N. Charles Ave , Wichita, KS 672044719  
 

February 11, 2008   12:27 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joseph Jacklovich Sr., USA Ret 
2605 N. Charles Ave 
Wichita, KS 67204-4719 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

john clark 
263 winchester st. , amery, WI 54001  
 

February 11, 2008   12:22 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
john clark 
263 winchester st. 
amery, WI 54001 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nuala Briody 
5300 Crest Road , Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275/5004  
 

February 11, 2008   12:22 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nuala Briody 
5300 Crest Road 
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275/5004 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John Gregory 
201 Plum Creek Lane , Dripping Springs, TX 78620  
 

February 11, 2008   12:21 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Gregory 
201 Plum Creek Lane 
Dripping Springs, TX 78620 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Bill Macartney 
34 Robinson Rd , Clinton, NY 13323  
 

February 11, 2008   12:19 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Bill Macartney 
34 Robinson Rd 
Clinton, NY 13323 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lavender Green 
1705 Hillcrest Dr. Apt 307, Manhattan, KS 66502  
 

February 11, 2008   12:19 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lavender Green 
1705 Hillcrest Dr. 
Apt 307 
Manhattan, KS 66502 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

meta Chessin 
4115 Greenwood , seattle, WA 98103  
 

February 11, 2008   12:18 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
meta Chessin 
4115 Greenwood 
seattle, WA 98103 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nancy McGee 
1726 N. 1st Street , Milwaukee, WI 53212  
 

February 11, 2008   12:15 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nancy McGee 
1726 N. 1st Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Michael Gaul 
935 Brown Street , Prosser, WA 99350  
 

February 11, 2008   12:15 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Michael Gaul 
935 Brown Street 
Prosser, WA 99350 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Adam Steckley 
223 Oxford Way , Santa Cruz, CA 95060  
 

February 11, 2008   12:12 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Adam Steckley 
223 Oxford Way 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lawrence Scrima 
15011 E. Arkansas Dr. , Aurora, CO 80012  
 

February 11, 2008   12:11 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lawrence Scrima 
15011 E. Arkansas Dr. 
Aurora, CO 80012 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Julie Fiveash 
3676 W. 14Th Place , Yuma, AZ 85364  
 

February 11, 2008   12:11 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Julie Fiveash 
3676 W. 14Th Place 
Yuma, AZ 85364 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Virginia Baksa 
382 South Carr Ave , Lafayette, CO 800261008  
 

February 11, 2008   12:10 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Virginia Baksa 
382 South Carr Ave 
Lafayette, CO 80026-1008 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Erik Peterson 
1024 Latah St Apt 20 , Pullman, WA 99163  
 

February 11, 2008   12:10 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Erik Peterson 
1024 Latah St Apt 20 
Pullman, WA 99163 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lainie Johnson 
719 Grayson Rd , Pleasant Hill, CA 94523  
 

February 11, 2008   12:09 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lainie Johnson 
719 Grayson Rd 
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John House 
502 Lancaster Dr , Valparaiso, IN 46383  
 

February 11, 2008   12:09 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John House 
502 Lancaster Dr 
Valparaiso, IN 46383 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Julie Glenn 
4528 Chouteau Ave. , Saint Louis, MO 63110  
 

February 11, 2008   12:08 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Julie Glenn 
4528 Chouteau Ave. 
Saint Louis, MO 63110 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Joann Kuhar 
152 Newport Street , Denver, CO 80220  
 

February 11, 2008   12:08 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joann Kuhar 
152 Newport Street 
Denver, CO 80220 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lois Patton 
247 Wilson Way , Larkspur, CA 94939  
 

February 11, 2008   12:07 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lois Patton 
247 Wilson Way 
Larkspur, CA 94939 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Carolyne & Ray Haycraft Luongo 
121 ne mason , Portland, OR 97211  
 

February 11, 2008   12:04 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Carolyne %pa_first_name% Ray Haycraft Luongo 
121 ne mason 
Portland, OR 97211 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

A Ward 
4217 Campbell Drive , LA, CA 90066  
 

February 11, 2008   12:04 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
A Ward 
4217 Campbell Drive 
LA, CA 90066 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Monica Maldonado 
2723 Bamber Ln SW , Rochester, MN 55902  
 

February 11, 2008   12:02 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Monica Maldonado 
2723 Bamber Ln SW 
Rochester, MN 55902 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Emily Daggett 
36504 200th Ave , Forest City, IA 50436  
 

February 11, 2008   12:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Emily Daggett 
36504 200th Ave 
Forest City, IA 50436 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Hugh Watkins 
2403 Arlington Ave. , Pittsburgh, PA 15210  
 

February 11, 2008   12:01 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Hugh Watkins 
2403 Arlington Ave. 
Pittsburgh, PA 15210 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Theresa Everett 
500 High Cliffe Lane , Tarrytown, NY 10591  
 

February 11, 2008   12:00 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Theresa Everett 
500 High Cliffe Lane 
Tarrytown, NY 10591 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

michael van Riper 
21 West Shore Drive , putnam Valley, NY 10579  
 

February 11, 2008   12:00 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
michael van Riper 
21 West Shore Drive 
putnam Valley, NY 10579 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Maya Robinson 
5115 43rd Ave , Woodside, NY 11377  
 

February 11, 2008   12:00 AM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Maya Robinson 
5115 43rd Ave 
Woodside, NY 11377 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Linda Costello 
5 Williams Street , Essex Junction, VT 05452  
 

February 10, 2008   11:57 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Linda Costello 
5 Williams Street 
Essex Junction, VT 05452 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

myrna seto 
11369 Gold Country Blvd. , Gold River, CA 95670  
 

February 10, 2008   11:57 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
myrna seto 
11369 Gold Country Blvd. 
Gold River, CA 95670 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Paula Miller 
2010 H Street , Iowa City, IA 52240  
 

February 10, 2008   11:53 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Paula Miller 
2010 H Street 
Iowa City, IA 52240 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Chris Byrd 
453 f street apt d , arcata, CA 95521  
 

February 10, 2008   11:45 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Chris Byrd 
453 f street apt d 
arcata, CA 95521 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Carol Carson 
4404 6th Ave , Brooklyn, NY 11220  
 

February 10, 2008   11:43 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Carol Carson 
4404 6th Ave 
Brooklyn, NY 11220 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Bill Macartney 
4230 Palomino Circle , Reno, NV 89509  
 

February 10, 2008   11:42 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Bill Macartney 
4230 Palomino Circle 
Reno, NV 89509 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Richard Harvey 
2430 Geneso Road , Paso Robles, CA 93446  
 

February 10, 2008   11:41 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Richard Harvey 
2430 Geneso Road 
Paso Robles, CA 93446 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

jameson schanck 
5 brearley pl , piscataway, NJ 08854  
 

February 10, 2008   11:41 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
jameson schanck 
5 brearley pl 
piscataway, NJ 08854 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Michelle Yde 
30 Riberia Street , Saint Augustine, FL 32084  
 

February 10, 2008   11:41 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Michelle Yde 
30 Riberia Street 
Saint Augustine, FL 32084 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Cheyne Cumming 
2502 NW Parnell Terrace , Portland, OR 97229  
 

February 10, 2008   11:40 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Cheyne Cumming 
2502 NW Parnell Terrace 
Portland, OR 97229 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Marsha Roby 
POBoxE261 554 Main St., Greenville, CA 95947  
 

February 10, 2008   11:40 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Marsha Roby 
POBoxE261 
554 Main St. 
Greenville, CA 95947 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Julia Stahler 
83 Airport Road , Nottingham, PA 19362  
 

February 10, 2008   11:39 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Julia Stahler 
83 Airport Road 
Nottingham, PA 19362 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Beverly MIller 
5725 Ridgeway Dr. , Haslett, MI 48840  
 

February 10, 2008   11:36 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Beverly MIller 
5725 Ridgeway Dr. 
Haslett, MI 48840 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Michael Neil 
2551 S. High St. , Denver, CO 802105145  
 

February 10, 2008   11:36 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Michael Neil 
2551 S. High St. 
Denver, CO 80210-5145 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nancy Arbuckle 
524 Nimitz Ave , Redwood City, CA 940614228  
 

February 10, 2008   11:34 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Arbuckle 
524 Nimitz Ave 
Redwood City, CA 94061-4228 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Melissa Trauth 
3958 Kootenai Court , Stevensville, MT 59870  
 

February 10, 2008   11:34 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Melissa Trauth 
3958 Kootenai Court 
Stevensville, MT 59870 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

R. Geffre 
14715 Hawick Manor Lane , Pineville, NC 28134  
 

February 10, 2008   11:31 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
R. Geffre 
14715 Hawick Manor Lane 
Pineville, NC 28134 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jlee Stassi 
5103 Wild Strawberry Path , Rockford, IL 61111  
 

February 10, 2008   11:30 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jlee Stassi 
5103 Wild Strawberry Path 
Rockford, IL 61111 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

David Johanson II 
409 Wabash Avenue , Belleville, IL 62220  
 

February 10, 2008   11:27 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
David Johanson II 
409 Wabash Avenue 
Belleville, IL 62220 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

nicole boriski 
908 san benito , college station, TX 77840  
 

February 10, 2008   11:26 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
nicole boriski 
908 san benito 
college station, TX 77840 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Sarah Hafer 
4913 Cowell Blvd #A , Davis, CA 95618  
 

February 10, 2008   11:24 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sarah Hafer 
4913 Cowell Blvd #A 
Davis, CA 95618 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Christine Mirabelli 
419 Westbourne St , La Jolla, CA 92037  
 

February 10, 2008   11:23 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Christine Mirabelli 
419 Westbourne St 
La Jolla, CA 92037 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jane Yendell 
211 Scurry Pass , GEORGETOWN, TX 78633  
 

February 10, 2008   11:23 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jane Yendell 
211 Scurry Pass 
GEORGETOWN, TX 78633 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Carolina Uribe 
6172 SW 4th Place , Margate, FL 33068  
 

February 10, 2008   11:22 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Carolina Uribe 
6172 SW 4th Place 
Margate, FL 33068 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Brianne Schaffer 
940 S. 46th St. , Boulder, CO 80305  
 

February 10, 2008   11:21 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Brianne Schaffer 
940 S. 46th St. 
Boulder, CO 80305 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kelly Mueller 
8200 Anchor Dr , Woodridge, IL 60517  
 

February 10, 2008   11:20 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kelly Mueller 
8200 Anchor Dr 
Woodridge, IL 60517 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jytte Springer 
44 Breeze Avenue , Venice, CA 90291  
 

February 10, 2008   11:20 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jytte Springer 
44 Breeze Avenue 
Venice, CA 90291 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jennifer Willis 
40 Fillmore Street , San Francisco, CA 94117  
 

February 10, 2008   11:16 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jennifer Willis 
40 Fillmore Street 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Elizabeth McCarthy 
308 s Chandler A ve , Denison, TX 75020  
 

February 10, 2008   11:15 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth McCarthy 
308 s Chandler A ve 
Denison, TX 75020 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jeannine Azan 
11434 Dalian Court , College Point, NY 11356  
 

February 10, 2008   11:15 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jeannine Azan 
11434 Dalian Court 
College Point, NY 11356 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Colleen Lobel 
8111 Kenova St , San Diego, CA 921263121  
 

February 10, 2008   11:13 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Colleen Lobel 
8111 Kenova St 
San Diego, CA 92126-3121 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

David Knutzen 
5096  TUGGLE LN , Waunakee, WI 53597  
 

February 10, 2008   11:11 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
David Knutzen 
5096  TUGGLE LN 
Waunakee, WI 53597 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Rich Rouse 
930 S Peale , PARK RIDGE, IL 60068  
 

February 10, 2008   11:11 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Rich Rouse 
930 S Peale 
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

vanessa Pizarro 
5814 22nd ave. nw #109 , seattle, WA 98107  
 

February 10, 2008   11:10 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
vanessa Pizarro 
5814 22nd ave. nw #109 
seattle, WA 98107 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Amy Kroeger 
116 Stilwell Dr , Toney, AL 35773  
 

February 10, 2008   11:08 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kroeger 
116 Stilwell Dr 
Toney, AL 35773 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

David Williams 
107 Arbutus Street , Elkton, MD 21921  
 

February 10, 2008   11:08 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
David Williams 
107 Arbutus Street 
Elkton, MD 21921 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gloria Oehlman 
3846 Peach Dr. , Jacksonville, FL 32246  
 

February 10, 2008   11:08 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gloria Oehlman 
3846 Peach Dr. 
Jacksonville, FL 32246 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Vicki Kruschwitz 
114 Kingston Drive , Waco, TX 76712  
 

February 10, 2008   11:08 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Vicki Kruschwitz 
114 Kingston Drive 
Waco, TX 76712 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Frank Calhoun 
PO Box 35 , Rockbridge Baths, VA 24473  
 

February 10, 2008   11:08 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Frank Calhoun 
PO Box 35 
Rockbridge Baths, VA 24473 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Stephanie Medwid 
9 Valley View , Takoma Park, MD 20912  
 

February 10, 2008   11:03 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Stephanie Medwid 
9 Valley View 
Takoma Park, MD 20912 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Amos Hobby 
743 Alpha Rd , Turlock, CA 95380  
 

February 10, 2008   11:03 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Amos Hobby 
743 Alpha Rd 
Turlock, CA 95380 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Melissa Ellis 
P.O.Box918 , Millers Creek, NC 28651  
 

February 10, 2008   11:03 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Melissa Ellis 
P.O.Box918 
Millers Creek, NC 28651 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Tammy Meyer 
P. O. Box 17 , Blue Eye, MO 6561  
 

February 10, 2008   11:01 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Tammy Meyer 
P. O. Box 17 
Blue Eye, MO 6561 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

WILLIAM RENNINGER 
660 MAIN ST , DUKE CENTER, PA 16729  
 

February 10, 2008   11:00 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
WILLIAM RENNINGER 
660 MAIN ST 
DUKE CENTER, PA 16729 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lori Brawner 
405 E. 2nd St. , National City, CA 91950  
 

February 10, 2008   10:59 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lori Brawner 
405 E. 2nd St. 
National City, CA 91950 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Susan Browne 
67 Santa Maria Avenue , Portola Valley, CA 94028  
 

February 10, 2008   10:58 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Susan Browne 
67 Santa Maria Avenue 
Portola Valley, CA 94028 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Patricia Fox 
4745 Paramount Pl. , Colorado Springs, CO 80918  
 

February 10, 2008   10:57 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Patricia Fox 
4745 Paramount Pl. 
Colorado Springs, CO 80918 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ken Brown 
2539 N Lowell Avenue , Chicago, IL 60639  
 

February 10, 2008   10:56 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ken Brown 
2539 N Lowell Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60639 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Deborah Kassis 
318 Ironwood Circle , Roseville, CA 95678  
 

February 10, 2008   10:55 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Deborah Kassis 
318 Ironwood Circle 
Roseville, CA 95678 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

William Lee Kohler 
1238 Coburg Rd , Eugene, OR 97401  
 

February 10, 2008   10:55 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
William Lee Kohler 
1238 Coburg Rd 
Eugene, OR 97401 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John Wadsworth 
9271 S W 3rd Avenue , Portland, OR 97219  
 

February 10, 2008   10:55 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Wadsworth 
9271 S W 3rd Avenue 
Portland, OR 97219 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Vincent Steeb 
2122 Webb St. 2122 Webb St., Indianapolis, IN 46225  
 

February 10, 2008   10:53 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Vincent Steeb 
2122 Webb St. 
2122 Webb St. 
Indianapolis, IN 46225 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Samantha Rothberg 
338 St. Paul Street , Denver, CO 80206  
 

February 10, 2008   10:52 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Samantha Rothberg 
338 St. Paul Street 
Denver, CO 80206 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Stacey Cannon 
2770 Faith Rd. , Salisbury, NC 28146  
 

February 10, 2008   10:52 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Stacey Cannon 
2770 Faith Rd. 
Salisbury, NC 28146 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Susan Blount 
802 Vicksburg Place , Atlanta, GA 30350  
 

February 10, 2008   10:52 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Susan Blount 
802 Vicksburg Place 
Atlanta, GA 30350 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kathryn Mcnulty 
506 Moss Hill Road , Horseheads, NY 14845  
 

February 10, 2008   10:50 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kathryn Mcnulty 
506 Moss Hill Road 
Horseheads, NY 14845 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Robert Pann 
2 , Los Angeles, CA 900643306  
 

February 10, 2008   10:49 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Robert Pann 
2 
Los Angeles, CA 90064-3306 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gretchen Bratvold 
3444 Edmund Blvd , Minneapolis, MN 55406  
 

February 10, 2008   10:49 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gretchen Bratvold 
3444 Edmund Blvd 
Minneapolis, MN 55406 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kenneth Larsen 
4 Frost St , Arlington, MA 02474  
 

February 10, 2008   10:49 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kenneth Larsen 
4 Frost St 
Arlington, MA 02474 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Maria Coppi 
30 Pilgrim Dr , Winchester, MA 01890  
 

February 10, 2008   10:48 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Maria Coppi 
30 Pilgrim Dr 
Winchester, MA 01890 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jim Fiddler 
P.O. Box 1677 , Bigfork, MT 59911  
 

February 10, 2008   10:48 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jim Fiddler 
P.O. Box 1677 
Bigfork, MT 59911 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Maryann Kirchenbauerr 
17 Memorial Place , Elmwood Park, NJ 07407  
 

February 10, 2008   10:47 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Maryann Kirchenbauerr 
17 Memorial Place 
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gustavo Figueroa 
7341 Whittingham Way , West Bloomfield, MI 48322  
 

February 10, 2008   10:47 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gustavo Figueroa 
7341 Whittingham Way 
West Bloomfield, MI 48322 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Lynne Steffen 
2555 NE Douglas St. , Newport, OR 97365  
 

February 10, 2008   10:46 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lynne Steffen 
2555 NE Douglas St. 
Newport, OR 97365 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Robin Sheaff 
4125 N 23rd St , Lincoln, NE 68521  
 

February 10, 2008   10:43 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Robin Sheaff 
4125 N 23rd St 
Lincoln, NE 68521 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Charles Hoffman 
738 Forest Dale Rd , New Brighton, MN 55112  
 

February 10, 2008   10:40 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Charles Hoffman 
738 Forest Dale Rd 
New Brighton, MN 55112 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Donna Menke 
1503 Reid Ave , Cinti, OH 45224  
 

February 10, 2008   10:40 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Donna Menke 
1503 Reid Ave 
Cinti, OH 45224 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

marilyn Raybould 
841 S. Van Buren , Tucson, AZ 85711  
 

February 10, 2008   10:40 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
marilyn Raybould 
841 S. Van Buren 
Tucson, AZ 85711 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Katie Brillault 
2547 Ocean Cove Drive , Cardiff, CA 92007  
 

February 10, 2008   10:40 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Katie Brillault 
2547 Ocean Cove Drive 
Cardiff, CA 92007 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kristine Dempze 
1121 16th Street North , Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494  
 

February 10, 2008   10:38 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kristine Dempze 
1121 16th Street North 
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Louisa Cohen 
6068 Wild Berry Dr. , Las Vegas, NV 89142  
 

February 10, 2008   10:37 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Louisa Cohen 
6068 Wild Berry Dr. 
Las Vegas, NV 89142 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Barbara Mihalchick 
510 W. Main St. Box 878 , Uniontown, PA 154010878  
 

February 10, 2008   10:36 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Barbara Mihalchick 
510 W. Main St. Box 878 
Uniontown, PA 15401-0878 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Quentin Kreuter 
4507 E Hillcrest Drive Apartment I, Yakima, WA 98901  
 

February 10, 2008   10:35 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Quentin Kreuter 
4507 E Hillcrest Drive 
Apartment I 
Yakima, WA 98901 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ronald Sitton 
1921 Broken Arrow Drive , North Little Rock, AR 72118  
 

February 10, 2008   10:35 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ronald Sitton 
1921 Broken Arrow Drive 
North Little Rock, AR 72118 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Roslyn Broch 
822 North Hoosac Road , Williamstown, MA 01267  
 

February 10, 2008   10:34 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Roslyn Broch 
822 North Hoosac Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Sierra Lund 
PO Box 702 , Flippin, AR 72634  
 

February 10, 2008   10:34 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sierra Lund 
PO Box 702 
Flippin, AR 72634 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary E. Kazmierczak 
147 Harrison Ave. , Waukesha, WI 53186  
 

February 10, 2008   10:33 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary E. Kazmierczak 
147 Harrison Ave. 
Waukesha, WI 53186 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Laura Mauricio 
30 Kenmore St. , Pawtucket, RI 02861  
 

February 10, 2008   10:31 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laura Mauricio 
30 Kenmore St. 
Pawtucket, RI 02861 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Joshua Hicks 
9100 E. Florida Ave., Apt. 24-203 , Denver, CO 80247  
 

February 10, 2008   10:31 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joshua Hicks 
9100 E. Florida Ave., Apt. 24-203 
Denver, CO 80247 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Edward Hanson 
7630 Leyden Lane , Commerce City, CO 800221320  
 

February 10, 2008   10:31 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Edward Hanson 
7630 Leyden Lane 
Commerce City, CO 80022-1320 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Christy Pennoyer 
58 Villard Avenue , Hastings-on-Hudson, NY 10706  
 

February 10, 2008   10:27 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Christy Pennoyer 
58 Villard Avenue 
Hastings-on-Hudson, NY 10706 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Terri Ross 
5545 Cannon Lake Trail , Faribault, MN 55021  
 

February 10, 2008   10:27 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Terri Ross 
5545 Cannon Lake Trail 
Faribault, MN 55021 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nicole Ashmankas 
5 Millbury Terrace , Millbury, MA 01527  
 

February 10, 2008   10:24 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nicole Ashmankas 
5 Millbury Terrace 
Millbury, MA 01527 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Erin Foley 
7 Georgetown Lane , Hazlet, NJ 07730  
 

February 10, 2008   10:23 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Erin Foley 
7 Georgetown Lane 
Hazlet, NJ 07730 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jared Burdin 
17059 Peterson Rd , Burlington, WA 98233  
 

February 10, 2008   10:21 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jared Burdin 
17059 Peterson Rd 
Burlington, WA 98233 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Tim Veeck 
P.O. Box 11891 , Louisville, KY 40251  
 

February 10, 2008   10:21 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Tim Veeck 
P.O. Box 11891 
Louisville, KY 40251 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Martha Olver 
P. O. Box 28 , Amherst, MA 01004  
 

February 10, 2008   10:20 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Martha Olver 
P. O. Box 28 
Amherst, MA 01004 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Laetitia Munro 
49 Hilltop Rd , Newfoundland, NJ 07435  
 

February 10, 2008   10:20 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laetitia Munro 
49 Hilltop Rd 
Newfoundland, NJ 07435 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

john mcclure 
800 East Spruce Street , Deming, NM 88030  
 

February 10, 2008   10:20 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
john mcclure 
800 East Spruce Street 
Deming, NM 88030 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Stephan Clancy 
87 LOCKS POND RD , SHUTESBURY, MA 01072  
 

February 10, 2008   10:18 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Stephan Clancy 
87 LOCKS POND RD 
SHUTESBURY, MA 01072 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary Gross 
533 11th Avenue E, #4 , Seattle, WA 98102  
 

February 10, 2008   10:18 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Gross 
533 11th Avenue E, #4 
Seattle, WA 98102 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Donna Dooney 
530 NE Goldie Drive , Hillsboro, OR 97124  
 

February 10, 2008   10:18 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Donna Dooney 
530 NE Goldie Drive 
Hillsboro, OR 97124 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Dennis Ruby 
13260 Skyline Blvd. , Woodside, CA 94062  
 

February 10, 2008   10:15 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Dennis Ruby 
13260 Skyline Blvd. 
Woodside, CA 94062 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Robert Keck 
7N812 Lilac Lane , Saint Charles, IL 60175  
 

February 10, 2008   10:13 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Robert Keck 
7N812 Lilac Lane 
Saint Charles, IL 60175 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary Joyce Moeller 
P.O. Box 382 , Mt. Vernon, KY 40456  
 

February 10, 2008   10:12 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Joyce Moeller 
P.O. Box 382 
Mt. Vernon, KY 40456 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

MaElena De la Fuente 
2220 Bassett Ave MBE38187 , El Paso, TX 79901  
 

February 10, 2008   10:12 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
MaElena De la Fuente 
2220 Bassett Ave MBE38187 
El Paso, TX 79901 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Laurence Topliffe 
602 E Kirkwood Ave C1, Fairfield, IA 52556  
 

February 10, 2008   10:11 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laurence Topliffe 
602 E Kirkwood Ave 
C1 
Fairfield, IA 52556 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Rita Valent 
640 Westwinds Dr. , Dayton, NV 89403  
 

February 10, 2008   10:11 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Rita Valent 
640 Westwinds Dr. 
Dayton, NV 89403 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Janet Chunn 
1108 E. Mariposa St. , Altadena, CA 91001  
 

February 10, 2008   10:10 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Janet Chunn 
1108 E. Mariposa St. 
Altadena, CA 91001 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Richard Sam Salmon 
l33l Bellevue Street, Lot #G, Green Bay, WI 543022122  
 

February 10, 2008   10:10 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Richard Sam Salmon 
l33l Bellevue Street, 
Lot #G 
Green Bay, WI 54302-2122 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kathy seabrook 
1906 C street , vancouver, WA 98663  
 

February 10, 2008   10:08 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kathy seabrook 
1906 C street 
vancouver, WA 98663 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Stephanie Fairchild 
6885 Sherrard Road , Cambridge, OH 43725  
 

February 10, 2008   10:08 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Stephanie Fairchild 
6885 Sherrard Road 
Cambridge, OH 43725 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Helen Kopp 
12521 Indian Hollow Road , Grafton, OH 44044  
 

February 10, 2008   10:08 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Helen Kopp 
12521 Indian Hollow Road 
Grafton, OH 44044 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

MERRILEE HANSEN 
9908 BLUE LAKE ROAD , MINOCQUA, WI 54548  
 

February 10, 2008   10:08 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
MERRILEE HANSEN 
9908 BLUE LAKE ROAD 
MINOCQUA, WI 54548 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Robert Staves 
7841 Ridge Ave A234 , Philadelphia, PA 19128  
 

February 10, 2008   10:06 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Robert Staves 
7841 Ridge Ave A234 
Philadelphia, PA 19128 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Bruce Haldane 
22128 Briarcliff Dr.. , Spicewood, TX 78669  
 

February 10, 2008   10:06 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Bruce Haldane 
22128 Briarcliff Dr.. 
Spicewood, TX 78669 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Donald Woods 
1090 Joost Avenue , San Francisco, CA 94131-3231  
 

February 10, 2008   10:06 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Donald Woods 
1090 Joost Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94131-3231 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Andrew Johnson 
7132 Donald Wilson Drive , Fairview, TN 37062  
 

February 10, 2008   10:06 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Andrew Johnson 
7132 Donald Wilson Drive 
Fairview, TN 37062 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Virginia Provost 
356 North 40th Street No. 1, Omaha, NE 68131  
 

February 10, 2008   10:06 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Virginia Provost 
356 North 40th Street 
No. 1 
Omaha, NE 68131 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

ashley nash 
105 Valley Rd , Stockbridge, GA 30281  
 

February 10, 2008   10:02 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
ashley nash 
105 Valley Rd 
Stockbridge, GA 30281 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Gail Skinner-Brassard 
667 Marsh Hill Road , Dracut, MA 01826  
 

February 10, 2008   10:02 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gail Skinner-Brassard 
667 Marsh Hill Road 
Dracut, MA 01826 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

john steele 
1055 Miami Way , boulder, CO 80305  
 

February 10, 2008   10:02 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
john steele 
1055 Miami Way 
boulder, CO 80305 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Tami Palacky 
8005 Behtelen Woods Lane , Springfield, VA 22153  
 

February 10, 2008   10:02 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Tami Palacky 
8005 Behtelen Woods Lane 
Springfield, VA 22153 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

DeeDee Tostanoski 
417 Underhill Place , Alexandria, VA 22305  
 

February 10, 2008   10:02 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
DeeDee Tostanoski 
417 Underhill Place 
Alexandria, VA 22305 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jayda Quincey 
5446 Forest Timbers Dr , Humble., TX 77346  
 

February 10, 2008   9:59 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jayda Quincey 
5446 Forest Timbers Dr 
Humble., TX 77346 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Kathleen Bartlett 
455 St. George StreetWest , Fergus, ON N1M 1J5 Canada 
 

February 10, 2008   9:59 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kathleen Bartlett 
455 St. George StreetWest 
Fergus, ON N1M 1J5 
 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Barbara Starr 
48 Wardell Road , Livingston, NJ 07039  
 

February 10, 2008   9:59 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Barbara Starr 
48 Wardell Road 
Livingston, NJ 07039 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Diane Iovin 
6984 E. Montana Pl. , Denver, CO 80224  
 

February 10, 2008   9:59 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Diane Iovin 
6984 E. Montana Pl. 
Denver, CO 80224 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Namita Dalal 
27718 Altamont Cir , Los Altos Hills, CA 94022  
 

February 10, 2008   9:58 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Namita Dalal 
27718 Altamont Cir 
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Georgena Terry 
3 Center Court Ln , Penfield, NY 14526  
 

February 10, 2008   9:58 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Georgena Terry 
3 Center Court Ln 
Penfield, NY 14526 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nicole Hardin 
6426 snow ville brent Road , Dora, AL 35062  
 

February 10, 2008   9:58 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nicole Hardin 
6426 snow ville brent Road 
Dora, AL 35062 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary Peters 
1323 Pacific Beach Drive , San Diego, CA 92109  
 

February 10, 2008   9:58 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Peters 
1323 Pacific Beach Drive 
San Diego, CA 92109 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

morgan paulus 
5200 Walsh , st. louis, MO 63109  
 

February 10, 2008   9:58 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
morgan paulus 
5200 Walsh 
st. louis, MO 63109 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

JoLynn Jarboe 
3204 S Dahlia St , Denver, CO 80222  
 

February 10, 2008   9:56 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
JoLynn Jarboe 
3204 S Dahlia St 
Denver, CO 80222 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jeff Omans 
1085 Fairfax Cir. W. , Boynton Beach, FL 33436  
 

February 10, 2008   9:54 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jeff Omans 
1085 Fairfax Cir. W. 
Boynton Beach, FL 33436 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Patrick Conley 
7527 Lone Eagle Drive , Murfreesboro,, TN 371283164  
 

February 10, 2008   9:54 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Patrick Conley 
7527 Lone Eagle Drive 
Murfreesboro,, TN 37128-3164 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Ron Weales 
3716 s. McCall , S.L.C., UT 84115  
 

February 10, 2008   9:53 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ron Weales 
3716 s. McCall 
S.L.C., UT 84115 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Sharlene Hinds 
2701 6Th Ave , Fort Worth, TX 761103010  
 

February 10, 2008   9:53 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sharlene Hinds 
2701 6Th Ave 
Fort Worth, TX 76110-3010 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Russell Huffman 
Rt 2 Box 290 , Lewisburg, WV 24901  
 

February 10, 2008   9:53 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Russell Huffman 
Rt 2 Box 290 
Lewisburg, WV 24901 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

John Berman 
179 Prospect Park Southwest , Brooklyn, NY 11218  
 

February 10, 2008   9:51 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Berman 
179 Prospect Park Southwest 
Brooklyn, NY 11218 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Sandi Sellars 
407 Whitestone Road , Silver Spring, MD 20901  
 

February 10, 2008   9:51 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sandi Sellars 
407 Whitestone Road 
Silver Spring, MD 20901 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

julie billig 
4338 Redwood Ave , marina del rey, CA 90292  
 

February 10, 2008   9:51 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
julie billig 
4338 Redwood Ave 
marina del rey, CA 90292 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Shelley Ottenbite 
1809 W Gace St , ichmond, VA 23220  
 

February 10, 2008   9:50 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Shelley Ottenbite 
1809 W Gace St 
ichmond, VA 23220 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Philip & Susan P. Ellin 
130 Cliff Avenue , Winthrop, MA 021521008  
 

February 10, 2008   9:49 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Philip %pa_first_name% Susan P. Ellin 
130 Cliff Avenue 
Winthrop, MA 02152-1008 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Carla Hammar 
6721 6th Ave NW , Seattle, WA 98117  
 

February 10, 2008   9:49 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Carla Hammar 
6721 6th Ave NW 
Seattle, WA 98117 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Roxana Carrillo 
194 Avenida Descanso Apt. I , Oceanside, CA 92057  
 

February 10, 2008   9:47 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Roxana Carrillo 
194 Avenida Descanso Apt. I 
Oceanside, CA 92057 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Matthew Agen 
10 Colonial Village Drive #7 , Arlington, MA 02474  
 

February 10, 2008   9:47 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Matthew Agen 
10 Colonial Village Drive #7 
Arlington, MA 02474 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

T chiodo 
21 Cleveland , Arlington, MA 02474  
 

February 10, 2008   9:46 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
T chiodo 
21 Cleveland 
Arlington, MA 02474 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Mary Ellen Johnston 
124 Friendship Circle , Joplin, MO 64801  
 

February 10, 2008   9:46 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Ellen Johnston 
124 Friendship Circle 
Joplin, MO 64801 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Eshana amaras 
2301 E street NW A209 , Wasgington, DC 20037  
 

February 10, 2008   9:45 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Eshana amaras 
2301 E street NW A209 
Wasgington, DC 20037 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Robert Osborne 
P.O. Box 1405 , Makawao, HI 96768  
 

February 10, 2008   9:44 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Robert Osborne 
P.O. Box 1405 
Makawao, HI 96768 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Diane Rose 
4110 118th Ave NE , Kirkland, WA 98033  
 

February 10, 2008   9:44 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Diane Rose 
4110 118th Ave NE 
Kirkland, WA 98033 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Jeff Guidry 
323 Orr st , Monroe, WA 982721424  
 

February 10, 2008   9:44 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jeff Guidry 
323 Orr st 
Monroe, WA 98272-1424 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Marie Lutz 
3727 Kallin Ave. , Long Beach, CA 90808  
 

February 10, 2008   9:44 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Marie Lutz 
3727 Kallin Ave. 
Long Beach, CA 90808 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

David W. and Sara D. Cook Jr. 
18230 Hereford Lane , Nassau Bay, TX 77058  
 

February 10, 2008   9:43 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
David W. and Sara D. Cook Jr. 
18230 Hereford Lane 
Nassau Bay, TX 77058 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Charli Hoffman 
8231 Palo Verde Road , Irvine, CA 92617  
 

February 10, 2008   9:43 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Charli Hoffman 
8231 Palo Verde Road 
Irvine, CA 92617 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Diana franco 
305 Hunt Way Court , Herndon, VA 20170  
 

February 10, 2008   9:40 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Diana franco 
305 Hunt Way Court 
Herndon, VA 20170 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Sharon Steinbach 
1433 Old Orchard Drive , Irving, TX 75061  
 

February 10, 2008   9:40 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sharon Steinbach 
1433 Old Orchard Drive 
Irving, TX 75061 
 
 



 
202-429-3945 

Nancy Gowani 
P.O. BOX 572 , Reseda, CA 91337  
 

February 10, 2008   9:40 PM 
 
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS 
Argonne National Laboratory 
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4 
Argonne, IL 60439 
 
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor 
 
 
Dear Argonne National Labs: 
 
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will 
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and 
many other resources on federal lands across the west.  Once designated, the corridors will cover 
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within 
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the 
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.   
 
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our 
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also 
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that: 
 
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet 
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and 
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to 
additional or wider corridors on our public land; 
 
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided 
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving 
corridors to avoid them.  The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to 
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the 
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross; 
 
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources, 
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;  
 
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those 
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both 
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are 
connected;  



 
- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to 
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;  
 
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar: 
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of 
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating 
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy; 
 
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness 
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by 
the proposed corridors.  Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are 
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors.  Wild 
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be 
avoided; and    
 
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on 
what they don't like about the proposed plan.  The agencies (who have all of the pertinent 
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop 
alternatives. 
 
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless 
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.  
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Gowani 
P.O. BOX 572 
Reseda, CA 91337 
 


